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## Borrowing by Patron Type

**March 2006**

| Patron Type                      | Brown Faculty | Bryant Faculty | Butler Faculty | CCRI Adj. Fac. | CCRI Faculty | CCRI Grad. Doctoral | CCRI Grad. | CCRI Special | CCRI Staff | CCRI Student | CCRI Undergraduate | Dept. of Health | JWU Doctoral | JWU Faculty | JWU Staff | JWU Student | Memorial Hosp. | Newport Hosp. | PC Faculty/CL | PC Graduate | PC Grad. Asst. | PC Grad. Doctoral | PC Grad. Specialty | PC Undergraduate | RWU Grad. Student | RWU Grad. Assistant | RWU Undergraduate | URI Other Patrons | URI Undergraduate | URI Staff | URI Undergraduate | RWU | Salve | URI | VA |
|---------------------------------|---------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|--------------|--------------------|--------------|---------------|-------------|---------------|------------------|-----------------|-------------|-------------|-----------|------------|---------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|---------------|---------------|------------------|-------------------|----------------|--------------|---------------|-----|-----|------|-----|
| Total                           | 151           | 654            | 10             | 599            | 3            | 457                | 3            | 1             | 2           | 1             | 2                | 1605            | 1748        | 6           | 2         | 1127       | 969            | 2321         | 3            | 9662         |                | 103           | 694            | 65           | 103        | 42         | 74       | 351    | 169 | 93    | 6    | 10    | 405 | 219 |
| **Lending Institutions**        | Brown         | Bryant         | Butler         | CCRI           | Dept. of Health | JWU          | Kent          | Memorial     | Navy         | Newport     | PC              | RIC             | RI Hosp.     | RI Medical   | RWU        | Salve      | URI           | VA             |               |               |               |               |                | 1052            | 74           | 351         | 169        | 93         | 6         | 10    | 405 | 219 |